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With the release of Door Puin + Hoop presents a rich trip through sound, encompassing the grey area
between improvised music, post-industrial drone and glowing synthscapes. So far this Dutch trio Roald van Dillewijn, Remco Verhoef, Erik Uittenbogaard - can put its name to an impressive catalogue
of cd-r releases housed in inventive, self-made sleeves and boxes. Door is the first album by Puin +
Hoop to be non self-released, but although they are with Narrominded now, Puin + Hoop still chose to
produce the sleeves themselves this time. And they turned out lovely - but also very intricate and timeconsuming.
Anyone who witnessed a performance by Puin + Hoop knows that the group assembles quite a mess
onstage. Their huge collection of instruments, effects, electronics and mostly handcrafted noise
generators can sometimes look like a complete chaos, still everything is in its right place within logical
reach for the musicians. Musically there is a similar situation for the listener to be experienced. On first
hearing the music on Door can be rough and difficult to relate to, but for the dedicated listener there is
a world of musical detail and emotional richness to be discovered.
With this release Narrominded gives more body to its catalogue of improvised music. The most
prominent release in this vein so far is the third Split LP featuring works by Dutch pianist Cor Fuhler
and Swedish saxophonist Mats Gustafsson. In 2010 more improv-based music has seen the light of
day through Narrominded, on releases by Het Fukking Licht and the Dutch/Croatian noise-improv
project Quasi Quasi.
About Narrominded
Narrominded is a Dutch record label. Since 2000 we release vinyl, cd’s and mp3’s by rock bands
like Boutros Bubba, Fine China Superbone, Gone Bald and Katadreuffe, and electronic and electroacoustic music by artists like Hunter Complex, Spoelstra, Coen Oscar Polack, Psychon and Living
Ornaments. In 2009 we released the fourth installment of the Narrominded Split LP Series, with
Garçon Taupe and Legowelt. We also released Retro Retry 2: Another Another Green World, a
remake of Brian Eno’s classic album from 1975 by 14 Dutch electronic acts, a.o. Rude 66, FFF and
This Is Total War. Expected in the future: new records by Hydrus and Spoelstra. Various releases by
Narrominded are available via distributors like Clone, Rush Hour, Decks, Norman Records, Worm and
Ear-Rational and online a.o. via iTunes and Spotify.
Narrominded is run fully independent, both financially and artistically.
www.narrominded.com / music@narrominded.com

